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“Go out
and do
good!”

In an extraordinary
interview, mother,
grandmother and Aussie
food crusader Ronni Kahn
talks to Juliet Rieden about
growing up under apartheid,
raising her sons on a kibbutz,
battling with Jamie Oliver
and why she can’t and won’t
see people go hungry.
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hen Ronni Kahn first
arrived in Australia, she
thought she’d come to the
promised land. “And I still
think that,” Ronni smiles.
At 17 she had run from the heartache of
apartheid in South Africa to join a kibbutz in
Israel. The smart, creatively inclined teenager
was full of Zionist idealism, searching for a
place where people could be genuinely equal
and for a while she thought she’d found it.
Ronni married young, had two children and
joined the collective dream while also studying
at university. Yet her zeal didn’t last. Ronni’s
need for individualism got in the way of the
kibbutz ethos, and as her eldest approached
the witching age of 14 when he would have
been registered for mandatory military service in a
country riven with conflict, she knew the family had
to move on.
So, in 1988 Ronni, her first husband Des and their boys,
Nadav and Edo, landed in Australia eager to build a new
life. That was 30 years ago and as I look at Ronni today, her
face illuminated with joy, surrounded by meadows, bright
tropical vegetation, the prettiest cows you have ever seen,
pigs, goats and plump chickens on her son’s pastoral haven,
it feels as if she may well have found her piece of paradise.

Baby love

Ronni, the founder of inspirational food rescue charity
OzHarvest, 2010 Australian of the Year Awards’ Local
Hero and the recipient of an Order of Australia in 2019,
has never agreed to a media shoot with her family before.
Ronni’s aim has always been to keep her work and private
life separate. But as this powerful charity celebrates its
15th anniversary and she welcomes a new grandchild, a
“beautiful gift” following family tragedy, the time feels
right to talk about her sometimes bumpy road to this
chosen place.

At 66, Ronni is more determined than ever to fix the
world, and her achievements speak for themselves. In 2018
alone, OzHarvest rescued more than seven million kilograms
of food waste and delivered 21,277,340 meals. How does
Ronni do it? She’s incessantly bolshy, passionate and has
a special talent for moving mountains. She’s intrinsically
maternal, and I soon realise that those lucky enough to
be under her wing also resonate that Ronni empathy.
Here in the Byron Bay hinterland, her youngest son
Edo, 40, has created an animal sanctuary with his wife
Emily, 40, Beau, eight, and Jazzy, four (her two children
from her first marriage), and their new baby daughter Lalita.
The previous day the family had gathered for a belated
ceremony to bless the house following the recent birth of
Lalita. New life is always cause for jubilation, but this baby
is especially cherished.
Three years ago Edo lost his first wife, Jo, to pancreatic
cancer. It was sudden and brutal. “They were planning on
having a baby and then she didn’t feel well one day. Eight
weeks later she died,” Ronni tells me, stifling a tear.
It was a terrible blow for this close-knit, deeply spiritual
family. Edo didn’t know if he could or would love again →
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and describes watching the birth of
Lalita in January as “incredible”.
“I think life is about riding these
waves, gain and loss and gain and loss
... I definitely thought, once Jo passed,
that was it for relationships, that I’d
never meet another soulmate or
connect in that way. Once you’ve been
through nursing somebody who’s
dying you think, why would I go
through that pain again? But the heart
wants to love and pain is no obstacle
to love,” says Edo. “I met Emily at a
time when I wasn’t expecting it and
she blew my heart open to love again.”
The farm – which they’ve called
Bodhi Glow Sanctuary – is a new
venture for the couple, implementing
“Emily’s long-held dream” to rescue
farm animals that would have been
killed or sold to the slaughterhouse.
They aim to also run yoga and
creative retreats.
As The Weekly team arrives,
two-year-old Lev – the son of Ronni’s
eldest Nadav, 44, and his wife, actress
Jessica Chaptnik, 42 – is running about
starkers, fresh from the shower, and
the sky is turning a troubling shade of
charcoal as fat plops of rain punctuate
our day. But no one is bothered.
Instead the family settles down to
lunch and a heart-shaped vegan cake
in honour of Lev, whose name means
heart in Hebrew. And when the storm
clouds move on the family heads into
the meadows for our sylvan photo
shoot, with Edo and Emily’s cows
eager to participate.

Finding purpose

While Edo’s idyll may feel very Bryon
and alternative, his determination to
break the mould and change the world
was certainly learned at his mother’s
knee. Today, Ronni resolutely refuses
to settle for a status quo she knows
to be flawed and as we begin to chat,
I realise her passion is partly driven by
the injustice she witnessed as a child
but couldn’t do anything about.
Ronni was the youngest of three
sisters raised in Johannesburg. Her
father Abe was a marketer and architect,
and her mother Sylvia trained as a
speech pathologist. Her childhood
was happy – money was tight, but she
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Above: A Khan family gathering.
Opposite page: Ronni reads
a book her daughter-in-law
Jessica wrote about food waste
to her captivated grandchildren.

knew they were better off
than so many in South Africa.
“I was very aware that the
world was divided into black
people and white people. Black
people couldn’t walk on the
streets, get on the same bus,
swim with us ... Everything
about colour meant
inequality,” she says.
“But I was very fortunate.
You had to be really brave
and courageous to fight
the system in South Africa.
You had to stick your neck
out, risk going to jail, risk
everything. My parents didn’t
do that, but what they did
was they embedded values into us
and they told us it wasn’t right.”
Like all white South African
households, Ronni’s family had maids.
Her “growing up maid”, who was with
her until she was eight, was called
Florrie. Then one day Florrie simply
disappeared. “I can think of her and cry
because she was my surrogate mother
in a way. She had a son and a daughter.
Her son she called Abe, after my father,
and her daughter Ronni, after me. I’ve
never found them, never seen them
again. I recall a deep sense of loss. It was
significantly pivotal. From the time I
was old enough I asked my mother what
happened, but she didn’t remember.”
Ronni’s family was Jewish, observing
high days and holidays, but not

“This is my way
of giving back.”

strictly so. When she was six her
father had a terrible accident. “It was
a hit-and-run and they didn’t think
he’d survive,” recalls Ronni. Abe
was in hospital for two years and
everything changed as Sylvia became
the breadwinner. “From selling
encyclopaedias to baking 100 cakes a
day in her own home kitchen to sell,
she did whatever she could to make
a living.”
For her part, Ronni’s 11-year-old
sister Margie made a pact with God.
“She told him that if my father
survived she would become a very
orthodox practising Jew,” says Ronni.
The result was that when Abe pulled
through, Margie made the whole
family honour the pact. “She asked

my mother to run a kosher home;
she never switched on a light on the
Sabbath; she didn’t write; she kept
all the Jewish religious traditions. I’d
have to walk with her to synagogue.
Two kilometres!”
While Ronni wasn’t as religiously
driven as her sister, she did belong to
the local Zionist youth movement,
which had an emphasis on socialism
and equality. The leader of the group
was Des, who she met age 16 and later
married when they had both moved
to Israel and she was 20.
“Looking back, my childhood was
quite idyllic really, other than the fact
that I was living in apartheid South
Africa, which fundamentally for me
was a no-go zone, which is why I left,”
muses Ronni. “I think I knew already
from high school that I wouldn’t stay
there. I knew that I, too, was not
brave and courageous, and wasn’t
going to fight the system.”
I wonder if her current mission,
creating OzHarvest and escalating it
to a global scale, has something to do
with running away from South Africa
back then. Ronni says yes, “there’s
absolutely no doubt, 40 years later
when I started OzHarvest, that part
of giving back here was for me giving

back to the planet, to the world, for the
fact that I didn’t stay in South Africa.
I never felt guilty. That didn’t drive me.
Purpose drove me. I think there’s a big
difference. I didn’t wake up every day
and say, oh I feel so bad. I really didn’t.
But a piece was missing, and that was
the piece of purpose and meaning.
“When I connected it and when
OzHarvest was flourishing, I thought,
wow, isn’t it ironic that I’ve done this
here. The country that I was educated
in, I never gave back to. Well, this is
my country now, and this is my way
of giving back.”

On the kibbutz

Ronni flew to Israel to start afresh with
a brave new ideology she could feel
proud of. “I’d never left South Africa,
never been on an aeroplane,” she
says laughing.
Ronni says life on the kibbutz was
“amazing. I loved it”. She was in
Yizreel in the Jezreel Valley between
Haifa and Tel Aviv. “About 300 people
lived on the kibbutz then. It’s a
fascinating way of life, all immersive.
You get told where you’re going
to work and it really is a case of
everybody working according to their
ability and getting according to their

need. There was a standard amount of
pocket money per month because you
didn’t need money. All your living was
taken care of – your food, basic work
clothes. If you wanted things that
were a little nicer there was a little
shop that had clothes that you could
buy with your coupons.”
But as time went on Ronni started
to fall out of love with kibbutz life.
She really wanted to go to art school
but wasn’t strong enough to push it
and ended up going to university with
a view to becoming a teacher. “I did
about one week of the course and
thought, there’s no way. I didn’t want to
be a teacher,” she says with a chuckle.
The other thing that she found
difficult was handing over her sons to
the kibbutz methodology. Nadav was
born on the kibbutz and was raised
there until he was eight. “Children
lived with their parents at our kibbutz
but went to a children’s house from
six weeks old during the day, from
6 or 7am until 5pm, while we mothers
went back to work. I’d feed him
before I’d go and then pop in. Like
a tea lady.”
Ronni missed Nadav terribly, but
concedes it was a paradise for the
children who ran around outdoors at
one with the rural setting. When I ask
Nadav later, he says he remembers
having a ball.
“It was a bit like being here,” he
explains, pointing at the Byron vista.
“Except there were packs and packs
of children running together. I guess
in that sense it was extraordinary in
that it was just the ultimate kid world.
There was nothing that was out
of bounds.”
When Nadav was two the family
was sent to Sydney for two years as
part of a Jewish youth group. “Edo
was born here. We were committed
to going back, so we went back to the
kibbutz for another eight years. But it
was very hard because I was used to
Edo being with me and when we went
back, he was put in the children’s
house,” explains Ronni.
It was at this point that Ronni
realised she needed to quit kibbutz
life. “Some would say that kibbutz is
wonderful if you’re a child or →
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Aussie dream

In Sydney, Ronni started her own
floristry business and then later set up
a boutique corporate events company.
While Nadav was very much a
teenager when they arrived, Edo was
nine. Both had been used to speaking
Hebrew with English as their second
language, so it took a while to settle
in. For Nadav the move was tougher,
leaving his friends behind. “I felt very
much like an outsider here for a long
time,” he tells me. But for Edo, Australia
was a welcome haven. “Israel had just
started going through the Intifada [the
Palestinian uprising against the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza]
and I remember having quite a strong
fear of catching buses. Moving to
Australia felt very safe.”
When I ask Ronni to tell me about
her sons, her eyes light up. “Where to
start? Nadav’s name means ‘generous’.
You could not find a more loving and
generous human being.” Both boys
became musicians and for 10 years
were in a band together called the
Khan Brothers. “Nadav is a singer-
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Collecting
the harvest

songwriter. Now he does music for
documentaries and teaches mantra,
which is an Indian instrument.
He’s a magnificent father.
“Edo is very, very smart in different
ways to Nadav. He’s quick, also loving,
and he found spirituality and brought
it to all of us.”
Ronni is talking about the Hindu
guru Amma Narayani, who all the
family now follow. “Edo heard about
this teacher and became a devotee. He
went to India and didn’t come back,”
explains Ronni. “I got together with
his friend’s mother to go out there.
We thought our children have joined a
cult, we’d better go and find out what
this is all about. But we all connected
and none of us wanted to leave.”
It’s a cute story which encapsulates
the gentle magic of the Kahn family,
who easily slipped onto a spiritual
plane they all recognised. “In my
Jewish life, there was rote, there was
going to temple for the sake of it,
there was never a moment of meaning
or deeper understanding around the
teachings that touched my inner core.
The teachings of our spiritual teacher
– ‘go out and do good’ – that’s what
you need to do in this world to live a

To support OzHarvest,
you could volunteer on an
OzHarvest van – I did and
was astounded. In one day
on just one van, which
visited Woolworths and Aldi
stores, as well as cafes, we
gathered 700kg of food,
including 500kg of fruit and
veg. If you have a business
that could donate food,
OzHarvest would love to
hear from you, too.
You could also consider
making a financial donation.
For every dollar donated,
OzHarvest can supply two
meals to people in need.
Visit www.ozharvest.org.

full beautiful life ... I had just started
OzHarvest and I am in absolutely no
doubt that it influenced me to make
OzHarvest work.”

Making a difference

Ronni founded OzHarvest in 2004.
By then she and Des had split up and
even though she had been a successful
businesswoman in her own right,
something was missing.
“I’d reached that point that I’d been
really chasing money because that’s
what I knew. But I’d forgotten my
values. I’d forgotten things that were
important to me. It wasn’t that I had
made enough money that I could
stop working, but I wanted to have
meaning and purpose and to know
what my legacy was.”
Ronni’s path to OzHarvest started
with her existing business. “I was
producing wonderful events with
beautiful food. I always over-catered
and I needed a solution. OzHarvest
was the end result because I would
take the food that I sometimes had
to a charity. I thought, well, I know
that there’s food and I know there
are people in need – what if I can
connect those two?”

IMAGE SUPPLIED AND USED WITH PERMISSION.

geriatric. It’s the years in-between that
are the problem. But it took me eight
years more to convince Des that we
had to leave.”
Then, in between leaving the kibbutz
and finally emigrating to Australia, the
Kahns moved to Tel Aviv where Ronni
helped in her sister’s floristry business,
something which proved valuable
later on.
The final push to quit Israel was
Nadav’s imminent 14th birthday.
“In Israel there’s compulsory military
conscription. I had a brother-in-law
who was killed in the 1973 war.
I don’t believe in war and I don’t
believe in fighting, and I didn’t want
my children to have to do that.”
Today Nadav appreciates his
mother’s actions, but he does
remember considering his obligation
to his homeland. “There was that part
of me that was still quite connected,
my nationalistic side, to my mother
country. But when I saw my friends
doing the national service I was very
clear that I’d made the right choice,
that it wasn’t for me.”

While the
idea was simple,
the process of
extracting waste
food from
supermarkets,
restaurants,
cafes, hotels,
airlines and
businesses and
repurposing it
for the needy,
vulnerable and homeless has taken
impressive business acumen.
Today, OzHarvest is Australia’s
leading food rescue organisation,
collecting over 180 tonnes of food
each week from over 3,500 food
donors. In 2015 the Duchess of
Cornwall became the latest Ronni
Kahn aficionado when she visited
OzHarvest’s head office in Sydney
while touring Australia. Camilla
was so impressed that she came on
board as patron of UKHarvest when
Ronni took the business to Britain
two years later.
It was launched at a joint event with
Jamie Oliver, who was thrilled to give
Ronni his blessing. The launch was
intended to be a recreation of Ronni’s

Above: Maeve O’Meara (third
from left) with The Weekly’s
Juliet Rieden (second from
right) at the 2019 OzHarvest
CEO CookOff.

annual fundraiser, where
she invites CEOs and top
chefs to create a banquet
for OzHarvest customers
– the homeless and
vulnerable. Having
Britain’s most charismatic
chef and food fighter Jamie
Oliver involved seemed
like the perfect union.
In a vast warehouse-like
space near the Tower of
London, UKHarvest vans
lined up outside to greet
the Duchess of Cornwall.
I was there on that night.
It was glitzy and impactful, but a
long way from the gritty reality of
the Australian CEO CookOff. Why?
The clients were not there. “It was
horrible. It was terrible,” says Ronni,
who is still seething two years later.
“When I tried to explain that we
deal with homeless people, they’re
wonderful, they’re my customers.
They just didn’t get it,” says Ronni.
Jamie’s team had deemed feeding
the homeless “too challenging” and
“a security risk”.
“It was a disappointing night for me
because I felt that I’d betrayed what
that event is,” says Ronni. When she
finally spoke to Jamie about it, he said
that Ronni should have come direct to
him with her worries. But the damage

was done. UKHarvest did launch and
today has a 2019 goal to provide
1,900,000 meals.
Yet when I joined a team of chefs,
CEOs and SBS Food Safari host
Maeve O’Meara at the 2019 OzHarvest
CEO CookOff, I saw why the London
event was so wrong. Here were long
tables of homeless and vulnerable
people, who on this night were guests
at a gourmet feast with entertainment
to boot. Ronni was fiercely fundraising,
goading Sydney’s fat cats to part
with their company profits. She
was relentless and at the end of
the night managed to raise a
jaw-dropping $2,726,769.
Last year, after much badgering,
Ronni persuaded the Federal
Government to announce the
National Food Waste Strategy, backed
with $1.3 million funding, to halve
our waste by 2030. Ronni is on the
steering committee and says, “there
is stuff happening, but they haven’t
put the money behind what it’s going
to take.”
Ronni is far more confident about
working with the public direct – with
you and me. “Four million people
need food relief in Australia. The food
is there. We’ve got $20 billion of food
going to waste. There are solutions,”
she says. “Citizens need to change
their behaviour. They need to look,
buy, store, cook, buy only what they
need. The freezer is a pause button.
If you’re not going to use something,
put it in the freezer. It will save every
household, the research says, around
$4,000 a year.”
Of course, Ronni is right, and
her fervour is infectious. Her family
clearly inspires her and after two
marriages, I wonder if Ronni is
looking to find a life partner to join
her on her crusade. “I won’t find
another husband but I’d be very
happy to find a friend-companion,”
she says. “What’s been so extraordinary
in this last three years is I’ve learned
to be a single person, which I’d never
ever done in my life. But I would be
very happy if the right value-driven,
generous-spirited human being came
into my life. I’d be willing to take
a look.” AWW
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